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NOVA PRO SCALA

Inspiration in the right angle.

Simple. Clear. Timeless.

GRASS DRAWER SYSTEM



NOVA PRO SCALA DRAWER SYSTEM

Nova Pro Scala is design reduced to the essence – to

clear design principles on the one hand and to the perfect

unity of form and function on the other.

The puristic design language with its striking lines, right 

angles and small radii gives the double-wall metal drawer sides 

a timeless, technical and functional look. The special character 

of Nova Pro is hallmarked by its perfection down to the last detail 

and the modular system concept. Everything is focused on per-

fect function, top quality and lasting value – from the precision 

craftsmanship of every individual part as well as the colour 

and surface finishes.

»Nova Pro is a piece of contemporary history.

Nova Pro Scala a step into the future.«

Nova Pro Scala – 
Synonymous with versatility,

neutral aesthetics, inspiration

and creativity.
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There can only be one.

Nova Pro, the original.

Over the years, Nova Pro has become

synonymous with double-wall slides.

Proven millions of times over in practical use, this drawer  

side remains unparalleled in terms of quality, stability and 

smooth running. Nova Pro epitomises exceptional ease of 

opening, outstanding running properties, minimal drawer 

deflection and top reliability. Nova Pro brings furniture to life. 

Around the world. That’s why the very name of Nova Pro  

creates expectations that we have to satisfy with each and 

every product. 
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The conventional wooden drawer is basically

a four-sided box with a front panel.

Strictly speaking, we are adopting a back-to-basics

approach in offering a 186 mm drawer side for a

box-style drawer with Nova Pro Scala alongside the

63 mm, 90 mm and 122 mm versions. The new box-

style drawer side is high, enclosed and aesthetic.

Sounds good. And it is.

 186 millimetres.
That means an entirely

new dimension in

drawer sides.

63 90 122 186
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The drawer with railing has long been an absolute  

classic solution for adding height.

At the bottom a 90 mm drawer side, at the top a railing. Job

done. What sounds perfectly simple at first glance is actually a

sophisticated technical challenge. Because for Nova Pro Scala

we’ve not only developed a new rectangular railing but also

technically optimised all components throughout and restyled

them to create a harmonised design concept. From the front

fastening to the back panel connection and the integrated tilt

angle adjustment – everything is flush-fitting and matches 

perfectly to provide a harmonious, elegant impression.

Rectangular railing.
High level of stability and

consistent design. 
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Crystal is many things in one: a stabilising side wall, a

means of individualisation and a stylish design element.

For Nova Pro Scala we’ve subjected the Crystal add-on system

to a fundamental redesign. From now on, all parts – drawer side,

attachment posts and any inset drawer fronts – are exactly matched

in colour and material. In addition, the rear attachment post has

been significantly reduced in size and adapted to suit the thickness

of the back panel so that, for the observer, the attachment element

appears to be directly connected to the back panel. This and many

other details give Crystal a particularly light and open look.

Nova Pro Scala Crystal. 
Consistent through to 

the last detail.
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Modern architecture is bright, flooded with light and open.

Windows have made way for large glazed surfaces. Even the

walls inside buildings are increasingly designed as transparent

partitions. One might well think that the zeitgeist is transparent.

Transparency has long been a mega-trend. Furniture is also

becoming more transparent. Whether it incorporates backlit

glass fronts, glass shelves or dispenses with fronts altogether,

modern furniture shows what’s inside.

Entirely in keeping with this new openness,

Nova Pro Scala offers a unique product solution:

the frame-sided drawer Crystal Plus.

Crystal Plus.
More glass. More creative

scope. More stability.
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The percentage of high fronts concealing inset drawers

is rapidly increasing. Because high fronts can be used to

make modern furniture even more puristic. Every gap or

reveal that can be dispensed with makes for a more homo-

geneous design. Nova Pro Scala offers a truly appealing

solution for these particular applications: elegant and slender 

inset drawer fronts which are perfectly coordinated with 

the form and colour of the new drawer system. 

With a thickness of only 8 mm, the aluminium front 

panels not only look good, they also add aesthetic appeal 

to Nova Pro Scala drawers when they are closed.

Inset drawer front panel.
For a good impression

behind the front.
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Metallic colours, fine structures and satin finishes – 

these are the features of modern design.

The new colour SILVER makes it possible to carry this design

principle through to the furniture interior. This elegant shade 

has an intuitively harmonious and modern effect. 

The natural purity of ice and snow, the unique reflection of

light and the fine surface texture – all these things inspired

us to create the colour ICE. This elegant shade neutralises,

brightens and enlivens.

Stone as the symbol of eternity, the expression of time-

lessness, a natural force which seems to resist all external

influences, was the inspiration for the very popular shade  

of the same name.

Timeless variety.
Nova Pro Scala Colours. 
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Differentiation.
Nova Pro Scala enables
the creation of styles,
functions and values which
make all the difference. 

Anyone who wants to be successful has to be

able to set themselves apart. This simple rule

applies equally to all products.

To the kitchen, living room and bathroom furniture  

of our customers as well as to the GRASS movement 

systems. This made it all the more important for us

to develop Nova Pro Scala as a drawer system which

provides our customers with a fantastic means of

differentiating their products.

The new drawer system can also be combined with the 

existing Classic and Deluxe systems, which opens up a 

wide and unique range of options for ensuring that the 

furniture interior makes a distinctive impression.



Yesterday metal, today wood, tomorrow minerals.

Individual designer panels make Nova Pro Scala

the most variable drawer system ever.

Wouldn’t it be innovative to change the aesthetic perception 

of a drawer when it is fitted? The rectangular form of the Nova Pro 

Scala drawer side makes this possible – design strips in the form 

of L profiles can not only be attached magnetically or with 

adhesive, but snugly mould to the drawer sides. 

Individualisation.
Looking for ways to stand 

out from the crowd?



Glass divides the furniture world. This is reason 

enough to develop two systems that can support both 

sides – the Crystal and Crystal Plus add-on systems. 

The absolute minimum for the technical elements at the 

bottom, a strong holder at the front and back - let the fun 

begin! Individual taste then decides whether glass or another 

material is used as a design element. The special advantage 

of the new Crystal Plus frame drawer is the newly developed 

clip technology. It ensures safe and strong bracing of large 

design elements without having to prepare them in any way. 

Material freedom.
Glass – you either love it 

or hate it. 
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Two that are actually one. Nova Pro Scala and 

Tavinea 91 are almost symbiotically matched.

Tavinea 91 is a clever interior accessory system for organising 

drawers and pull-outs that has been lovingly designed down 

to the last detail and that can be divided in three directions –

horizontally, vertically and diagonally. The structural elements 

made of aluminium can be selected to match the Nova Pro Scala 

drawer side colour. The slide elements are available in solid 

natural or black ash. Tavinea 91 is therefore not only practical, 

but a design option for contemporary furniture. 

Tavinea 91.
Interior accessory system.

NOVA PRO SCALA DRAWER SYSTEM
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The outstanding features of the Nova Pro Scala 

drawer system at a glance:

• Timeless design: Nova Pro Scala has an elegant, 

 slim edge without interruption of the design outline. 

• Wide range of options: Two Crystal and one railing 

version in the colours Silver, Ice and Stone in the heights 

63 mm, 90 mm and 122 mm as well as a high, closed 

drawer with a height of 186 mm. 

• Modular: Nova Pro Scala includes a wide range of 

 products for segmentation of starter versions through 

 to the premium segment. Scala is also based on the 

track-proven Nova Pro slide and is therefore compatible 

with Nova Pro Classic and Deluxe. This variety offers 

every option for differentiation. 

• Perfect movement: With the track-proven Nova Pro    

slide for excellent running characteristics with load 

ratings of up to 70 kg.

• Closing comfort: Smooth closing action with the new 

Soft-close technology and very low opening forces.

• Simple installation: With the clever, detailed design, 

installation is extremely easy and saves valuable time.

Nova Pro Scala incorporates 

the best of Nova Pro.

And much more besides!



NOVA PRO SCALA

The next generation of the comprehensive 

drawer solution now already sets new  

standards in all living areas. 

GRASS GmbH

Movement Systems

Grass Platz 1

6973 Höchst, Austria

Phone: +43 (0) 5578 701-0

Fax: +43 (0) 5578 701-59

E-mail: info@grass.eu
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